Welcome to "Altered States" Online Catalogue

This site is being updated daily with amazing new products. If you would like to be kept up to date automatically click here. By all means feel free to Bookmark this ever-expanding Site. Order your FREE Catalogue of our terrific range of products, NOW.

NEW PRODUCTS

SUPPLIES

NEW PRODUCTS

SPECIALS

MIND TOOLS

more.....

An Introduction To "Light & Sound" Tools
Photosonix Light/Sound Information Page
Photosonix L/S Designer, Sessions Download Page

David Pal36 our newest in portable audio-visual entrainment (AVE) devices.
David Pal36 with CES
David Pal an extremely portable audio-visual entrainment device.
Photosonix Glasses and Accessories
Luma 10 Light Weave technology, compact and super easy to use.
Innerpulse Redefining the Light & Sound stimulation technology

Supplying the World
Click on any price for Currency Conversion.
Proteus  Advanced personal Light Sound System.
Procyon  A new kind of light/sound experience.
The Nova Pro 100  with more sessions, more storage and more new features.
AudioStrobe CDS  make your Nova pro 100, Inner Pulse, Proteus or Orion more effective.
FutureMind L/S from your computer.
ProTutor System  Professional Photosonic Stimulation Instrument.
Awakened Mind  The Ultimate Meditation Tool
POD-1 and POD-2  True peak-performance brainwave trainers.
Photosonix Expander  Ten users at once on any Light/Sound Machine.

RIFE MACHINES  more.....
Portable Rife MK5
Portable Rife / CES Generator  fully programmable

MWO  more.....
MWO Lakhovsky's Multiple Wave Oscillator

BIOPHOTON  more.....
Biophoton 4
Photon Sound Beam X11
Essential Photon Sound Beam

MAGNETIC RESONANCE  more.....
Shakti Headset

ALPHA-THETA STIM  more.....
The Alpha-Theta Stim  The most advanced CES unit ever produced.
The Alpha-Theta Stim Jnr

COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE MIND  more.....
Brain Bullet  Aim, Fire...and Achieve
MindFit  Systematically Trains Your Brain for Increased Mental Vitality
The Dream Manifestation Wizard  What would you like to achieve this year?
Develope Psychic Ability  The ultimate course in psychic development
Subliminal-Studio  Create your own Subliminal CDs...within minutes
The Lucid Dreaming Kit
Subliminal Power CD or Instant Download  Imagine if you had access to a Secret Control Panel inside your brain...
Brain Builder 3.0  computer-based training program
Brain Enhancement CD
Beyond Being: Altered States Collection
Sleep Solution: Comprehensive CD Set
Brain Sound Studio  for brainwave entrainment!
The Neuro-Programmer 2
NeuroSync  You Can Change Your Life!
Mental Games  for the ThoughtStream
MindDrive  Control your computer with only your thoughts.

E-BOOKS  more.....
Law of Attraction in 30 Minutes
The Absolute Secret Discover the one secret that could change your entire life
Borderland Science
Cancer - Step Outside the Box

BIOFEED BACK  more....

New Clarity Meter With Auto Reset
Pendant EEG Unit
Mindset NeuroMapping System 16 or 24 Channel Quantum EEG

ABT Bioscan measures small electrical signals from your brain.
EDA Bioscan measures your response to stress.
Antense Combat Stress In The Privacy Of Your Home.
BrainMaster EEG Biofeed Back.
Clarity Meter with AutoSens.
Autogenics AT62 Alpha-Theta Trainer.
Autogenics AT33 Portable EMG
Autogenics AT42 Portable Temperature Instrument. The Intelligent Approach to Biofeedback
Autogenics AT53 Dual Channel EMG
Autogenics AT64 Skin Conductance Response. Add New Insight to Your Practice
Autogenics A620 EEG Neurofeedback System. Over 500 Biofeedback Displays
ThoughtStream Performance Feedback System.
The Relaxomat
The Biosensor
Bio magnetism Kit
EMG Biofeedback very effective for relaxation and retraining of weakened or paralyzed muscles

VITALITY METER  more....

Egely Wheel How can your Life force, Chi and Vitality be increased?

CHI MASSAGERS  more....

Swing Master Aerobic Exerciser.
Chi Swing Losing inches.
The Vitalizer Ideal Healthcare Device.
Massage Chair Fully Automatic Massage
Pro-Vibrator Shiatsu Massager The power of a pro's massage.
Eyes Friend Sinus and eye massager.
Sauna Magic Home Portable Steam Sauna.
Reflex Roller Great for home or office.
Shape-Up Roller Flandy rolling.
Precision Fresh Roller Timer control.

AURA IMAGING  more....

Aura Video System

MIND POWER TAPES & CDS  more....

Subliminal CDs Award-winning subliminal CDs for quick change.
Boundless Renewal Course Awaken your passions to rejuvenate, attract, and achieve.
Resiliency Course The powerful "Mental Strategy" that separates those who thrive from those who dive
Educational and Language Tapes English as a second language.
The Memory Optimizer Course Memory Improvement with the Memory Optimizer.
The Easy Learn System Learn another language.
Euphoria Personal Learning Course Experience Euphoria!
Spring Forest Qigong Learn this ancient Chinese practice.
The Ideal Mindset a solid foundation to accomplish all of your hopes and dreams.
Natural Brilliance How To Reclaim Your Natural Brilliance.
"The End" using psychoactive sounds to let go of deep limiting patterns
Hypno-Peripheral Processing using Hypnosis and N.L.P. to enjoy profound changes effortlessly
Mind-State Management Audio Tape Series
Paraliminal CDs/Tapes. These are some of the most intelligent, carefully produced CDs/tapes we have ever seen.
Change Works - HYPNOSIS & NLP Tapes / CDs
Acoustic Brain Research - Imagine being connected to the Universe
PhotoRead - Learn to READ at 25,000 words per minute!

SUPER BRAIN CDs & BOOKS
Amazing New CDs
X-Mind Series
Moodscape Meditation Library
Eternity - Ultra Meditation VI
Brain SuperCharger MindLab
Ultra Meditation Basic Kit
Super Brain Power Book
PhotoGraphic Mind Book
The Millionaire's Mind
Mind Power Special offer.
Meditation Special offer.

SPIRITUAL THEMES more....
Sacred Sounds/ Healing Sounds Spiritual Music For Spiritual People.
Sounds True

MEDITATION more....
Prima Sounds Chakra balancing & Primal Sounds.
Ultra-Meditation

SUBLIMINAL MESSAGE ENCODER more.....
Create your own : SUBLIMINALS.
Subliminal Message Encoders + BTG Technology Brain Entrainment.

SUBLIMINAL TAPES & VIDEOS more.....
Subliminal CD's
Subliminal Tapes & Videos - Scientific Evidence as to why it works
Nothing is Going Right, My Life is Full Of Confusion & Indecision
I Need Physical Healing
I'm Filled With Anxiety
Guilt or Depression
Reinventing Yourself
Virility / Sexual Satisfaction
I Need Answers To Decide What To Do
I Want To Evolve Into Higher Mind
I Need To Un-Stress & Mellow Out
Finding Love Or Starting Over
I Need To Get In Gear & Go For My Goals
I Want To Lose Weight, Feel Great & Look My Best
I Want To Develop Psychic Abilities
Stop Smoking
Monetary Success
Martial Arts Programming Tapes
Sleep Programming Audio Tapes
Video Seminars - Change The Way You Experience Life
Audio Books ON Cassette

BRAIN SYNC  more.....
Unleash Series - Prayer, Destiny, Desire & Faith
Burn Out - burnout, spirituality, & sexuality
The Zone For the Ultimate workout
Brain Wave Subliminal Cassettes When you're looking for something more.
Brain Sync - Sound Waves that move your Mind

BRAIN TUNER  more.....
BT-9 Black Box - Drug Addiction Cure (Alcohol, Cigarettes etc) say experts
BT7 Bio-Tuner is an electronic relaxation system.

LUCID DREAMING DEVICE'S  more.....
The DreamMaker

THE MONROE INSTITUTE ( TAPES / BOOKS )
The Complete Monroe Catalog
Going Home
Human Plus
Mind Food
The Gateway Experience - In-Home Training System
Becoming A Lifelong Learner
Positive Immunity Program
Opening The Way
The Surgical Support Series

TANTRA
Tantra
LIFE HEALING PUBLICATIONS
  - Hypnosleep Easy sleep through self-hypnosis.
  - Hypnohealing Healing Your Body With The Power Of Your Mind.

MUSIC TAPES AND C.D.S  more.....
  - Iasos and The Realms of Celestial Music
  - Marcey Hamm Healing Music
  - Kip Mazuy Elements of Ecstasy.
  - The Sounds Of Nature
  - Inner Peace Music (pt1)
  - Inner Peace Music (pt2)

CASSETTE TAPES  more.....
  - Assorted Cassette Tapes (pt 1)
  - Assorted Cassette Tapes (pt 2)

RESEARCH PAPERS & VIDEO'S
  - Borderland Science Video Downloads
  - Awesome Research Papers & Video's
  - Books From The Frontiers Of Thought
  - Your House could be helping to kill
  - Even Weakest Electrical Currents Could Be Harmful,
  - Experts Say

THE MATRIX CONTINUUM  more.....
  - The Matrix Continuum

THE TESLAR WATCH
  - TESLAR Watches The new Collection.
  - Wear Miracle watch & never be tired again
  - TESLAR Shielding Device Scientific Studies
  - Product Testing on the ELF Protection Instrument
  - Biological Interactions With Scalar Energy Cellular Mechanisms Of Action
  - Effect Of Non-Hertzian Scalar Waves On The Immune System

EMF SHEILDING DEVICES  more.....
  - Zone Alarm
  - Pace-Alert Know when to avoid electrical interference..
  - Schumann Resonator Restore the Schumann resonance 7.83hz in your home...
  - Sacred Harmony Resonator The Sound Of Creation
  - Harmony

TRIFIELD METER

ELECTRONMAGNETIC FIELD MEASURING TOOLS  more.....
  - OSUN Radiation Detector
  - AC Milligauss Meter - model UHS
RF Field Strength Meter
Electrosogm Detectors
The Micro-Alert
The Trifield Meter
The Extended Sensitivity Trifield Meter
The Natural EM Trifield Meter
The Broadband Trifield Meter
The Ion Counter
Magnetic and electric fields exist nearly everywhere.
Possible Health Effects of Electromagnetic Fields
The Power of Pylons
Lines Linked To New Health Fears
Simple Ways to Avoid Electromagnetic Fields

Sound Therapy
Healing Music leading towards a total healing of body and mind.
Music For Babies helps children achieve their extraordinary, and unique, potential.
Echofone enhancing alertness in the temporal lobe.

Colloidal Silver Generator
Colloidal Silver Generator Make your own Colloidal Silver for the price of water
Heavy Duty Colloidal Silver Generator
Colloidal Silver / Super Zapper Combination unit.
Beck Tri-Pulser 3 in 1 unit.

Natural Therapies Online
Homeopathy Online

Pinhole Glasses
Pinhole Glasses Natural Vision Improvement.

Zappers
Laser Blood Cleanser
BioElectric Pulser 4 in 1 unit.
Beck Tri-Pulser 3 in 1 unit.
SOTA Magnetic Pulsar
SOTA - The LightWorks
Dr Hulda R. Clark Books.
Zappers Perpetual Health, Kills Virus & Bacteria.
Colloidal Silver/Super Zapper Combination unit.
Can Rife Help? Enter in a problem/illness see if there is a known frequency.
Zapper....Blood Electrification

Healing Tools
The TouchStone VS1 Discover your allergies and sensitivities...
The Sleep-Mate Having trouble sleeping?...
The Diapulsar Pulsed electro magnetic field inducer.
Muscle Tester Take the Guesswork out.
Color Therapy The Power of Colour is the Very Essence of Life.
Zappers Perpetual Health, Kills Virus & Bacteria.
Dr Hulda R. Clark Books.
Therapower Infra red Laser
Personal UV Monitor Prevent Skin Cancer.
Dolphin Massager
Needle-Less Acupuncturer
Magnafield Magnetic Healing.
Magnetic Instruments

SMART NUTRIENTS & LONGETIVITY  more.....
Mental Edge Thinking People's Nutrition.

VITAMIN & MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS  more.....
Malcolm Harker Traditional Herbal Remedies.
Source Naturals Products Available From Altered States. - (VITAMINS & MINERALS)
The International Threat To Health Freedom
World Wide Vitamin, Mineral & Herb Ban

KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY  more.....
GDV Technology attaches to a PC-Computer

RADIONICS  more.....
Advanced Bio-Photon Analyzer The first totally automated Intrinsic Data Field System in the world!
SE-5 Plus Intrinsic Data Field Analyzer.
Harmonic Translation System Turns your computer into an electronic healing instrument.
Biomirror Plus
The Vibra-Tune HVR-9 from ALTERED STATES.

IONIZERS  more.....
Ionizers for clean air and feeling GOOD!

NEW AGE & METAPHYSICAL MINI-MALL  more.....
ESP Test Researcher At Last! You Can Now Test and Develop Your Own ESP!
Mega-Power Learning Learn How To Expand Your Own Inner Genius
Dr. Tag Powell's Think Money Action Kit The Famous Think Wealth Seminar In Your Own Home
The Silva Master Mind Seminar Audio Cassette Album

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES.  more.....
Counter Surveillance and Anti-Bugging Devices.

Is Big Brother Watching?

For your convenience, here is a Currency Converter to work out the approximate prices in your currency.

Welcome, the local time here in Auckland, New Zealand is 06:02 PM
20-10-2009
Since the 26th of March 1996 you are the caller.
Thank you for visiting our site.

Yahoo Voice or Chat with us.

Email to Friends

Become an Altered States Affiliate

DISCLAIMER
Altered States products are sold for learning, self-improvement and simple relaxation. No statement contained in this catalogue, and no information provided by any Altered States employee, should be construed as a claim or representation that these products are intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease or any other medical condition. The information contained in this catalogue is deemed to be based on reliable and authoritative report. However, certain persons considered experts may disagree with one or more of the statements contained here. Altered States assumes no liability or risk involved in the use of the products described here. We make no warranty, expressed or implied, other than that the material conforms to applicable standard specifications. The publisher does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of the information or the consequences
arising from the application, use, or misuse of any of the information contained herein, including any injury and/or damage to any person or property as a matter of product liability, negligence, or otherwise. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made in regard to the contents of this material. No claims or endorsements are made for any drugs or compounds currently marketed or in investigative use. This material is not intended as a guide to self-medication. The reader is advised to discuss the information provided here with a doctor, pharmacist, nurse, or other authorized healthcare practitioner and to check product information (including package inserts) regarding dosage, precautions, warnings, interactions, and contraindications before administering any drug, herb, radionics tool, or supplement discussed herein.